ROBERT KIYOSAKI SAYS THE BIGGEST CRASH IN WORLD HISTORY
IS COMING - HARRY DENT &amp; MARTIN NORTH AGREE
SECURETHEFUTURE Free registrations at www.robertandharry.com

THE BIGGEST CRASH IN WORLD HISTORY IS COMING says ROBERT KIYOSAKI

# BIGGER CRASH THAN THE GREAT DEPRESSION

# PROPERTY TO PLUMMET BY 50%

# STOCK MARKET DOWN BY 85%

# CATASTROPHIC UNEMPLOYMENT

# MASSIVE BANKRUPTCIES

# PENSIONS IN SERIOUS TROUBLE

World-renowned bestselling Rich Dad Poor Dad author and personal finance expert Robert Kiyosaki, will be headlining SECURE THE FUTURE, a
free livestream seminar on Sunday 24th May to discuss the future of the economy and how to profit from the massive changes ahead. Free
registrations are available at www.robertandharry.com

Kiyosaki says “ This is the biggest crash in world history but there are more opportunities than ever before. As Warren Buffet said only when the tide
goes out do you see who has been swimming naked. Once the tide goes out there will be lots of bodies left. Prices will come down.”
Joining him will be the world’s most accurate economic forecaster Harry Dent and expert Australian property analyst Martin North who will discuss
massive global unemployment, crashing stock markets, plummeting property prices and bankruptcies and the opportunity of a lifetime in the next 12
months to make generational wealth. The seminar will reveal insights based on real research that can't be found anywhere else as well as provide the
answers to how to make extreme profits from the current global crisis. Robert Kiyosaki says “As we face the biggest meltdown of the world’s economy,
bigger than the great depression, I believe the iPhone is one of the greatest tools for any entrepreneur because no matter where you are based, you
can market to the entire world.”
Free registrations are available at www.robertandharry.com and the chance to gain the research-based, expert information needed to prepare,
protect and potentially profit from one of the biggest profit opportunities in a century, what Harry Dent calls "The Sale of a Lifetime."
ABOUT ROBERT KIYOSAKI
Best known as the author of Rich Dad Poor Dad—the #1 personal finance book of all time—Robert Kiyosaki has challenged and changed the way
tens of millions of people around the world think about money. He is an entrepreneur, educator, and investor who believes the world needs more
entrepreneurs who will create jobs. With perspectives on money and investing that often contradict conventional wisdom, Robert has earned an
international reputation for straight talk, irreverence, and courage and has become a passionate and outspoken advocate for financial
education.Robert has been heralded as a visionary who has a gift for simplifying complex concepts—ideas related to money, investing, finance, and
economics—and has shared his personal journey to financial freedom in ways that resonate with audiences of all ages and backgrounds. His core
principles and messages—like “Your house is not an asset“ and “Invest for cash flow” and “savers are losers”—have ignited a firestorm of criticism and
ridicule… only to have played out on the world economic stage over the past decade in ways that were both unsettling and prophetic.

HARRY DENT IS THE WORLDS MOST ACCURATE ECONOMIC FORECASTER

No one is ever 100% correct but Harry is on the mark 80% of the time.….here’s his top 15 predictions over the last 30 years. …

# First newsletter September 1989: 2-year slowdown and mini stock crash in US.

# 1989: 12 -14 year major crash and downturn in Japan similar to Great Depression... while US, Europe have greatest decade in history in 1990s.

# First published book in late 1992: The Great Boom Ahead and Dow 10,000 by 2009.

# Early 2000 Tech and Internet Bubble peaks.

# Early October 2002 bottom after tech wreck.

# US real estate bubble peak in late 2005 before early 2006 peak

# 2008 bubble peak in oil

# Peak of silver to the day in late April 2011 -- and sell signal for gold which was 5 months early

# Gold collapse when broke $1,525 in early 2013

# Peak of Junk Bonds in May 2013

# Gold rebound in 2016 forward, but only to around $1,428 before collapses again

# US Treasury Bond yields back up to 2.9% - 3.0% after low in 2016.

# US Treasury Bond yields going to 0 in late 2019
# US stocks in final orgasmic rally from late 2019 into early to mid-2020

# First Bubble Crash Will Be 40%+ in Less Than 2.5 Months

TO INTERVIEW ROBERT KIYOSAKI, HARRY DENT AND MARTIN NORTH email max@marksonsparks.com or call Max Markson on 0412 501
601
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